Avalanches can occur without warning, sending thousands of tons of snow and ice racing downhill. Every year, hundreds of people—usually skiers, snowboarders, or snowmobilers—get caught in avalanches. Although avalanches appear spontaneous and unpredictable, learning warning signs to evaluate risks can help avoid dangerous areas. Here we provide some key information to avoid these sliding masses of snow, plus actions to take if you, or someone you're with, gets caught in a snow slide. Simon Trautman, an avalanche specialist at the Forest Service’s National Avalanche Center and Northwest Av... Avalanche Safety For Skiers and Climbers, by Tony Daffern, and The ABCs of Avalanche Safety, by Sue Ferguson and Edward LaChapelle, are two comprehensive easy reads that you can get from The Mountaineers Books. Climb Safe +. Share This. Connect with: I agree to my personal data being stored and used as per Privacy Policy. Subscribe. Notify of. And it is still loaded with the vital information you need to survive in the mountains: how to determine potential avalanche hazard, traveling safely in avalanche terrain, what to do if you're caught in an avalanche, and search and rescue techniques. A respected authority since 1961. Product Identifiers. Publisher. Mountaineers Books, T.H.E. ISBN-10. 0898868858.